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I. INTRODUCTION
Since 2007, the world has experienced a period of severe financial stress, not seen since the time of the Great Depression. This crisis started with the collapse of the subprime residential mortgage market in the United States and spread to the rest of the world through exposure to U.S. real estate assets, often in the form of complex financial derivatives, and a collapse in global trade. Many countries were significantly affected by these adverse shocks, causing systemic banking crises in a number of countries, despite extraordinary policy interventions.
Systemic banking crises are disruptive events not only to financial systems but to the economy as a whole. Such crises are not specific to the recent past or specific countriesalmost no country has avoided the experience and some have had multiple banking crises. While the banking crises of the past have differed in terms of underlying causes, triggers, and economic impact, they share many commonalities. Banking crises are often preceded by prolonged periods of high credit growth and are often associated with large imbalances in the balance sheets of the private sector, such as maturity mismatches or exchange rate risk, that ultimately translate into credit risk for the banking sector.
With the recovery from the latest crisis underway, some questions naturally arise: What caused the most recent crisis? How come this crisis led to varied levels of stress in different countries? How does the cost of this crisis compare to that of previous banking crisis episodes? And how do current policy responses differ from those of the past? This paper presents new and comprehensive data on the starting dates and characteristics of systemic banking crises over the period , building on earlier work by Caprio et al. (2005) , Laeven and Valencia (2008) , and Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) . In particular, we update the Laeven and Valencia (2008) database on systemic banking crises to include the recent episodes following the U.S. mortgage crisis of 2007. The update makes several improvements to the earlier database, including an improved definition of systemic banking crisis, the inclusion of crisis ending dates, and a broader coverage of crisis management policies. The result is the most up-to-date banking crisis database available. 2 The new data show that there are many commonalities between recent and past crises, both in terms of underlying causes and policy responses, yet there are also some striking differences in the economic and fiscal costs associated with the new crises. The economic cost of the new crises is on average much larger than that of past crises, both in terms of output losses and increases in public debt. The median output loss (computed as deviations of actual output from its trend) is 25 percent of GDP in recent crises, compared to a historical median of 20 percent of GDP, while the median increase in public debt (over the three year period 2 The banking crisis dataset is publicly available www.luclaeven.com/Data.htm following the start of the crisis) is 24 percent of GDP in recent crises, compared to a historical median of 16 percent of GDP. These differences in part reflect an increase in the size of financial systems, the fact that the recent crises are concentrated in high-income countries, and possibly differences in the size of the initial shock to the financial system.
At the same time, direct fiscal costs to support the financial sector were smaller this time at 5 percent of GDP, compared to 10 percent of GDP for past crises, as a consequence of relatively swift policy action and the significant indirect support the financial system received through expansionary monetary and fiscal policy, the widespread use of guarantees on liabilities, and direct purchases of assets that helped sustain asset prices.
Policy responses broadly consisted of the same type of containment and resolution tools as used in previous crisis episodes. As in past crises, policymakers used extensive liquidity support and guarantees. However, recapitalization policies were implemented more quickly this time around. While in previous crises it took policymakers about one year from the time that liquidity support became extensive before comprehensive recapitalization measures were implemented, this time recapitalization measured were implemented around the same time that liquidity support became extensive.
While all these extraordinary measures have contributed to reduce the real impact of the recent crisis, they also have increased the burden of public debt and the size of fiscal contingent liabilities, raising concerns about fiscal sustainability in a number of countries.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section II presents a brief review of the events that led to the 2007-2009 global crises. Section III defines a systemic banking crisis and presents a list of countries that meet this definition. Section IV describes the policy responses and contrasts them with past crises. Section V presents the cost of recent crises and a comparison with past episodes. Section VI concludes.
II. THE 2007-2009 GLOBAL CRISIS: A SYNOPSIS
Over the decade prior to the crisis, the United States and several other advanced economies experienced an uninterrupted upward trend in real estate prices, which was particularly pronounced in residential property markets. What originated this boom is still a source of debate, though there appears to be broad agreement that financial innovation in the form of asset securitization, government policies to increase homeownership, global imbalances, expansionary monetary policy, and weak regulatory oversight played an important role (e.g., Keys et al., 2010; Obstfeld and Rogoff, 2009; and Taylor, 2009 ).
The boom in real estate prices was exacerbated by financial institutions' ability to exploit loopholes in capital regulation, allowing banks to significantly increase leverage while maintaining capital requirements. They did so by moving assets off-balance sheet into special purpose vehicles that were subject to weaker capital standards and by funding themselves increasingly short-term and in wholesale markets rather than traditional deposits. These special purpose vehicles were used to invest in risky and illiquid assets (such as mortgages and mortgage derivatives) and were funded in wholesale markets (for example, through asset backed commercial paper), without the backing of adequate capital. The growing importance of this shadow banking system highly dependent on short term funding, combined with lax regulatory oversight, was a key contributor to the asset price bubble (Gorton, 2008 , Brunnermeier, 2009 , and Acharya and Richardson, 2009 ).
Higher asset prices led to a leverage cycle by which increases in home values led to increases in debt. The rise in asset prices decreased measured "value at risk" at financial institutions, creating spare capacity in their balance sheets and leading to an increase in leverage and supply of credit (Adrian and Shin, 2008) . A similar mechanism took place in the household sector, as perceived household wealth increased on the back of rising home values. Easy access to the equity accumulated in their homes led households to increase their leverage substantially. Mian and Sufi (2009) estimate that the average homeowner extracted 25 to 30 cents for every dollar increase in home equity to be used in real outlays. The asset price boom was further fueled by an explosion of subprime mortgage credit in the United States starting in 2002 and reaching a peak around mid-2006 (Dell'Ariccia et al, 2008 .
The first signs of distress came in early 2007 from losses at U.S. subprime loan originators and institutions holding derivatives of securitized subprime mortgages. However, these first signs were limited to problems in the subprime mortgage market. Later in 2007, these localized signs of distress turned into a global event, with losses spreading to banks in Europe (such as U.K. mortgage lender Northern Rock), and distress was no longer limited to financial institutions with exposure to the U.S. subprime mortgage market.
To alleviate liquidity shortages, the U.S. Federal Reserve reduced the penalty to banks for accessing its discount window, and later that year created the Term Auction Facility. Similarly, a blanket guarantee was issued in the United Kingdom for Northern Rock's existing deposits. Problems intensified in the United States with the bailout of Bear Stearns, and later in the year with the collapse of investment bank Lehman Brothers, and the government bailouts of insurer AIG and mortgage lenders Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae. By the end of 2007, many economies around the world suffered from a collapse in international trade, reversals in capital flows, and sizable contractions in real output. But as the crisis mounted, so did the policy responses, with many countries announcing bank recapitalization packages and other support for the financial sector in late 2008 and early 2009. While some aspects of this crisis appear new, such as the role of asset securitization in spreading risks across the financial system, it broadly resembles earlier boom-bust episodes, many of which followed a period of financial liberalization. One commonality among these crises is a substantial rise in private sector indebtedness, with the infected sectors besides banks being the household sector (as in the current U.S. crisis and the Nordic crises of the nineties), the corporate sector (as in the case of the 1997-98 East Asian financial crisis), or both. As in earlier crisis episodes, asset prices rose sharply while banks decreased reliance on deposits in favor of less stable sources of wholesale funding, and while non-banking institutions (for instance, finance companies in Thailand in the nineties, and offshore financial institutions in Latin America in the eighties and nineties) grew significantly owing in part to laxer prudential requirements for non-banks.
When such crises erupt, they generally trigger losses that spread rapidly throughout the financial system by way of downward pressures on asset prices and interconnectedness among financial institutions. These broad patterns repeated themselves this time around when losses in the U.S. real estate market triggered general runs on the U.S. shadow banking system, which ultimately hit banks in the U.S and elsewhere.
III. WHICH COUNTRIES HAD A SYSTEMIC BANKING CRISIS IN 2007-2009?
The financial crisis that started in the United States in 2007 spread around the world, affecting banking systems in many other countries. In this section, we define a systemic banking crisis and identify which countries experienced one. We also identify countries that can be considered as cases of borderline banking crises, and countries that escaped a banking crisis (either because they evaded a crisis through successful policies or because they were not hit by the negative shock emanating from the United States).
We consider a banking crisis to be systemic if two conditions are met: 1) Significant signs of financial distress in the banking system (as indicated by significant bank runs, losses in the banking system, and bank liquidations); and 2) Significant banking policy intervention measures in response to significant losses in the banking system.
We consider the first year that both criteria are met to be the starting year of the banking crisis, and consider policy interventions in the banking sector to be significant if at least three out of the following six measures have been used:
3) significant bank nationalizations 4) significant guarantees put in place 5) significant asset purchases (at least 5 percent of GDP), and 6) deposit freezes and bank holidays.
In implementing this definition of systemic interventions, we consider liquidity support to be extensive when the ratio of central bank claims on the financial sector to deposits and foreign liabilities exceeds 5 percent and more than doubles relative to its pre-crisis level.
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Direct bank restructuring costs are defined as the component of gross fiscal outlays directing to restructuring the financial sector, such as recapitalization costs. They exclude asset purchases and direct liquidity assistance from the treasury. We define significant direct restructuring costs as those exceeding 3 percent of GDP.
Asset purchases from financial institutions include those implemented through the treasury or the central bank. We define significant asset purchases as those exceeding 5 percent of GDP.
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A significant guarantee on bank liabilities indicates that either a full protection of liabilities has been issued or that guarantees have been extended to non-deposit liabilities of banks.
6 Actions that only raise the level of deposit insurance coverage are not deemed significant.
Significant nationalizations are takeovers by the government of systemically important financial institutions and include cases where the government takes a majority stake in the capital of such financial institutions.
In the past, some countries intervened in their financial sectors using a combination of less than three of these measures but on a large scale (for example, by nationalizing all major banks in the country). Therefore, we consider a sufficient condition for a crisis episode to be deemed systemic when either (i) a country's banking system exhibits significant losses resulting in a share of nonperforming loans above 20 percent or bank closures of at least 20 percent of banking system assets) or (ii) fiscal restructuring costs of the banking sector are sufficiently high exceeding 5 percent of GDP.
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For the recent wave of crises, none of these additional criteria are needed to identify systemic events.
Quantitative thresholds to implement our definition of a systemic banking crisis are admittedly arbitrary; therefore, we also maintain an additional list of "borderline cases" that almost met our definition of a systemic crisis. At the same time, our more quantitative approach is a major improvement over earlier efforts to date banking crises (such as Caprio et al., 2005; Laeven and Valencia, 2008; and Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009 ) that relied on a qualitative approach to determine banking crises as situations in which "a large fraction of banking system capital has been depleted". Table 1 provides the list of countries that meet our definition during the recent episode. For each case, we also indicate the exact criteria that are met. We do not include a separate column on deposit freezes and bank holidays because no episode during this recent wave of banking crises made use of banking holidays, while deposit freezes were used only for Parex bank in Latvia. In total, we identify 13 systemic banking crises and 10 borderline cases since the year 2007. Table A .1 in the Appendix presents more detailed information about the policy interventions in these cases.
As in our previous crisis database release (Laeven and Valencia, 2008) , the starting year of the banking crises in the United Kingdom and the United States is 2007, while for all other cases the starting date is the year 2008. 9 7 One concrete historical example is Latvia's 1995 crisis, when banks totaling 40 percent of financial system's assets were closed, depositors experienced losses, but few of the interventions listed above were implemented. 8 Our new definition of a systemic banking crisis is somewhat more specific than the one used in Laeven and Valencia (2008) , where systemic crises were considered to include events with "significant policy interventions". As a consequence, a few cases listed as systemic banking crisis in our previous release, would under this definition be considered borderline cases : Brazil 1990 , Argentina 1995 , Czech Republic 1996 , Philippines 1997 , and United States 1988 While undoubtedly the most salient events of the UK and US financial crises took place in 2008 (such as the bailout of Bear Stearns, the collapse of Lehman Brothers, the takeover of the GSEs, and the TARP programs in the US; and the nationalization of the Royal Bank of Scotland in the UK), significant signs of financial sector distress and policy actions directed to the financial sector were in both cases already observed in 2007. 
Note: Systemic banking crises are defined as cases where at least three of the listed interventions took place, whereas borderline cases are those that almost met our definition of a systemic crisis. Extensive liquidity support is defined as a situation where central bank claims on the financial sector exceed 5 percent of deposits and foreign liabilities and is at least twice as large as pre-crisis levels; direct bank restructuring costs are considered significant when they exceed 3 percent of GDP and exclude liquidity and asset purchase outlays; guarantees on liabilities are considered significant when they include actions that guarantee liabilities of financial institutions other than just increasing deposit insurance coverage limits; nationalizations are significant when they affect systemic financial institutions. Source: Authors' calculations.
Most policy packages announced in countries that do not meet our definition can be seen as pre-emptive interventions. In a large subset of G-20 countries, direct policies to support the financial sector were quite modest. For instance, Argentina, Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, and Turkey all did not announce direct financial sector support measures that involved fiscal outlays. Some did issue or increase guarantees on bank liabilities, creating contingent liabilities for the government. For example, Mexico announced a guarantee on commercial paper up to a limit of 50 billion pesos. Other G-20 countries were more seriously affected by the financial turmoil and reacted more strongly, but ultimately did not intervene at a large enough scale to be deemed a systemic crisis. Appendix Table A .2 provides more details about these cases, including the actual usage of policy measures. The differences between announced and actually used amounts are quite striking in a number of cases, with the actual usage of announced packages on average being small (see also Cheasty and Das (2009) for a comparison between announcements and used amounts).
In Laeven and Valencia (2008), we included only the first year of the crisis but did not report an end date for the crisis episode. We now expand our previous release by dating the end of each episode. We define the end of a crisis as the year before two conditions hold: real GDP growth and real credit growth are positive for at least two consecutive years. In case the first two years record growth in real GDP and real credit, the crisis is dated to end the same year it starts. Russia 4/ 1998 1998 1/ 1/ Credit data missing. For these countries, end dates are based on GDP growth only. 2/ We truncate the duration of crises at 5 years, starting with the first crisis year. 3/ Borderline cases. 4/ No output losses are reported for crises in transition economies that took place during the period of transition to market economies. Output losses computed as the cumulative difference between actual and trend real GDP, expressed as a percentage of trend real GDP for the period [T, T+3] where T is the starting year of the crisis. Trend real GDP is computed by applying an HP filter (λ=100) to the GDP series over [T-20, T-1] . Source: World Economic Outlook (WEO), Laeven and Valencia (2008) , and authors' calculation.
IV. POLICY RESPONSES IN THE 2007-2009 CRISES: WHAT IS NEW?
Crisis management starts with the containment of liquidity pressures through liquidity support, guarantees on bank liabilities, deposit freezes, or bank holidays. This containment phase is followed by a resolution phase during which typically a broad range of measures (such as capital injections, asset purchases, and guarantees) are taken to restructure banks and reignite economic growth. It is intrinsically difficult to compare the success of crisis resolution policies given differences across countries and time in the size of the initial shock to the financial system, the size of the financial system, the quality of institutions, and the intensity and scope of policy interventions. With this caveat we now compare policy responses during the recent crisis episode with those of the past.
The policy responses during the 2007-2009 crises episodes were broadly similar to those used in the past. First, liquidity pressures were contained through liquidity support and guarantees on bank liabilities. Like the crises of the past, during which bank holidays and deposit freezes have rarely been used as containment policies, we have no records of the use of bank holidays during the recent wave of crises, while a deposit freeze was used only in the case of Latvia for deposits in Parex Bank. On the resolution side, a wide array of instruments was used this time, including asset purchases, asset guarantees, and equity injections. All these measures have been used in the past, but this time around they seem to have been put in place quicker (for detailed information about the frequency of policy interventions in past crisis episodes, see Laeven and Valencia, 2008) .
One commonality among the recent crises is that they mostly affected advanced economies with large, internationally integrated financial institutions that were deemed too large and/or interconnected to fail. The large international networks and cross-border exposures of these financial institutions helped propagate the crisis to other countries. Failure of any of these large financial institutions could have resulted in the failure of other systemically important institutions, either directly by imposing large losses through counterparty exposures or indirectly by causing a panic that could generate bank runs. This prompted large-scale government interventions in the financial sector (including preemptive measures in some countries).
Given that the crisis started in U.S. subprime mortgage markets, financial exposure to the United States was as key propagation mechanism of the crisis (see Claessens et al., 2010) . Figure 1 shows foreign claims by nationality of reporting banks, from the BIS consolidated banking statistics, expressed as percent of GDP, as of end-2006. Cross border banking exposure to the US varied a great deal across countries, ranging from less than 1 percent for Mexico to 300 percent for Switzerland. Eight out of ten of the most exposed economies meet our systemic banking crisis definition or are categorized as borderline cases. Liquidity support was used intensively as a first line of response to this shock emanating from the United States. Not only was liquidity provision large, as illustrated in Figure 2 , but it was also made available more broadly through a larger set of instruments and institutions (including nonbank institutions), and under weaker collateral requirements. Examples of unconventional liquidity measures include the Federal Reserve's decision to grant primary broker-dealers access to the discount window, the widening of collateral accepted by the Federal Reserve and many other central banks, and the purchase of asset-backed securities by the Federal Reserve. These actions were also accompanied in some cases by the introduction of nonconventional facilities to fund non-financial companies directly, such as the Federal Reserve's Commercial Paper Facility and the Bank of England's Asset Purchase Facility. This significant liquidity provision is reflected in a large increase in central bank claims against the financial sector. The median change from the pre-crisis level to its peak in the ratio of central bank claims against the financial sector to deposits and foreign liabilities amounts to 5.5 percent.
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This is about half its median in past crisis episodes. For comparison 11 For Germany and Luxembourg, while at the peak this variable reached 9.4 and 14.7 percent respectively, the increments look small because banks in these countries already maintained high balances prior to the crisis due to cross-border settlements. Liquidity support is computed as the ratio of Central Bank Claims on deposit money banks (line 12 in IFS) to total deposits and liabilities to non-residents. Total deposits are computed as the sum of demand deposits (line 24), other deposits (line 25), and liabilities to non-residents (line 26). In some cases, liquidity was also provided directly by the treasury, as indicated in Figure 2 . Slovenia shows the largest increase in liquidity funded by the treasury, amounting to close to 5 percent of deposits and foreign liabilities. Similarly, government deposits at Parex Bank in Latvia constituted an important source of liquidity assistance for this bank.
13 Liquidity injected in countries labeled as borderline has also been significant, in particular for Greece, Russia, and Sweden. For Greece, liquidity support increased steadily starting in September 12 It is worth clarifying that there are only 5 historical (pre-2007) crisis episodes among high-income countries in our historical sample. 13 In the case of Latvia, the threshold used in our definition of extensive liquidity support is satisfied once government deposits at Parex are counted as liquidity support. Table A .1). While guarantees on bank liabilities have not been uncommon in past crises, asset guarantees have been used less frequently in the past. This time around, asset guarantees were used in some cases, including Belgium and the United Kingdom. For instance, the Bad Bank Act in Germany, passed in July 2009, provided private banks relieve on holdings of illiquid assets by allowing them to transfer assets to a special entity and receive government-guaranteed bonds issued by this special entity in exchange. While direct fiscal costs for Germany amount to just above 1 percent of GDP, total guarantees (including those associated with the Bad Bank and financial institutions debt) reached about 6 percent.
14 One measure of the length of a crisis is the time it takes central banks to withdraw liquidity support. As a measure of the time it took the withdraw liquidity support, we compute the number of months between the peak of liquidity support and the month when liquidity support declined to its pre-crisis level. In earlier crises, emergency liquidity support was withdrawn within 14 months (median). However, this time around, as of end-2009 only Denmark, Germany, Hungary, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and Switzerland saw their liquidity support returned to pre-crisis levels, suggesting that liquidity remained an issue for a prolonged time in recent crises.
We also consider the overall size of monetary expansion, by computing the change in the monetary base, and find that monetary expansion is significantly higher in recent crises compared to past crises. Figure 3 shows the change in the monetary base between its peak during the crisis and its level one year before the crisis, expressed in percentage points of GDP.
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We find that the median monetary expansion of about 6 percent this time significantly exceeded its historical median of about 1 percent, though it is not that different from its historical median among high-income countries. Relatively larger financial systems and credibility of monetary policy in high income economies may explain this difference. About 70 percent of fiscal outlays correspond to public sector recapitalizations of financial institutions. Bank recapitalizations, while not more common than in earlier crisis episodes, have been implemented much faster than in the past. The median difference between the time it took to implement public recapitalization programs and the time that liquidity support became extensive (that is, when liquidity support exceeded 5 percent) is zero months for the recent crises compared to 12 months for past crises (Figure 4) . 16 Addressing solvency problems with public money is generally a complex and lengthy process because it requires political consensus and legislation. Policymakers therefore often prolong the use of liquidity support and guarantees in the hope that problems in the banking sector subside. This time around, though, policymakers acted with relative speed, at least in some countries.
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16 For bank recapitalizations, we only consider "comprehensive" recapitalization packages in which public funds were used, thereby excluding ad hoc interventions and biasing upwards our estimate of the response time. In the new crises, three recapitalization programs targeted specific banks: Iceland (the three largest banks), Luxembourg (Fortis and Dexia), and Latvia (Parex). We include the last two in our calculation because of the size of the affected institutions. However, the median does not change if we exclude them. We do not include Iceland because of limited data on liquidity support as to compute the date when it became extensive. 17 In many cases, banks were able to raise capital in private markets or from parent banks, and generally this took place before public money was used. In addition, many banks have temporarily been allowed to avoid the recognition of market losses and thereby overstate regulatory capital. Governments typically acquire stakes in the banking sector as part of government recapitalization programs, and such ownership stakes often end up being held by the government for a prolonged period of time. Although divestments (or repayments) of government support on average start about one year from the start of the crisis, suggesting that the early repayments from the TARP capital support program witnessed in the US are not uncommon, government participation in banks has in many cases largely exceeded the initially envisioned holding period.
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In many cases, the public sector retained participation for over 10 years (in Japan, for instance, as of end-2008 over 30 percent of capital injected in financial institutions following the crisis in 1997 remained to be sold). In some cases, divestment took place by tender, through sales of entire institutions to foreign investors or large domestic banks; in other cases, it took place more gradually through markets.
Bank failures-defined broadly by including institutions that received government assistance-have also been significant during the recent wave of crises. This is striking given that bank failures are rare events in most countries, in part due to regulatory forbearance and too-big-to fail or close problems. Relative to the total assets in the banking system, the bank failures in Iceland are by far the most significant, at about 90 percent of total banking assets ( Figure 5 ). Iceland is followed by Greece and Belgium with banks that failed or received 18 A comprehensive analysis of guidelines for exit strategies from crises can be found in Blanchard et al. (2010) . government assistance representing 80 percent or more of banking system assets in each of these three countries. When using the more conservative definition of failure that excludes government assistance, Iceland is followed by Belgium, Kazakhstan, and the United Kingdom, with banks representing 53 percent, 28 percent, and 26 percent, respectively, of the system failing. In terms of banks receiving government assistance, Greece tops the charts, with banks holding 80 percent of total banking system assets receiving some form of government assistance. Greece is followed by France and Ireland, with banks holding about 70 and 55 percent, respectively, of banking system assets receiving government assistance.
Figure 5. Bank Failures and Interventions in Selected Countries

Failures and interventions as a % of total banking assets over the period August 2007 to August 2009
Note: Government-assistance implies public capital support resulting in the government holding a minority stake in the bank. Failure implies bank closure; bank taken over by government; nationalization; or public capital support resulting in the government becoming a majority shareholder. Source: Authors' calculations based on data from IMF, EU, FDIC, and JIDC.
At least for the US, for which historical data on bank failures since the 1930s is available, the recent wave of failures including assistance is unprecedented, with banks holding about onequarter of the deposit market having failed or received some of form of government assistance since 2007 (see Box 1 for a more detailed analysis of historical U.S. bank failures). Excluding banks that received public assistance, the year 1989 during the U.S. savings and loan crisis is by far the worst year on record, with banks holding over 6% of the deposit market failing. The United States is clearly not an outlier this time around, even when using the broader definition of bank failures that includes government assistance. Of course, the U.S. failure list excludes such large financial institutions as Fannie, Freddie Mac, and AIG because they are not banks, although they meet our definition of failure, and we could therefore underestimate the magnitude of financial distress in the United States. Owing in part to consolidation following financial deregulation starting in the 1980s, the average U.S. bank has grown substantially in size. After accounting for this development, the recent failures look a lot worse. Failed U.S. banks during the current crisis hold about 26 percent of the deposit marketthat is, when including banks that did not fail but received government assistance, such as Citigroup and Bank of America (Figure 7 ). Using this definition of failure, 2009 is by far the worst on record. When excluding banks that received public assistance, the year 1989 is the worst year on record. 20% 1935 1940 1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 Failed banking institutions' share in total deposits (excluding assistance)
Figure 7. U.S. Bank Failures: Market Share of Failed Banks
Failed banking institutions' share in total deposits (including assistance)
Recent bank failures have generated similar losses compared to the past, with a median loss rate to the deposit insurance fund on assets of failed banking institutions of 19 percent (Figure 8 ). Median losses are relatively stable over the examined period (data on loss rates are available starting in 1986), and roughly the same during the recent crisis as compared to the savings and loan crisis. The median loss rate peaked in 2008 at 28 percent. In terms of losses to the deposit insurer, we do not have data for the year 2009 yet, but losses were significantly lower in 2008, at 0.12 percent of U.S. GDP, than the highest loss on record in 1989 of 0.97 percent of U.S. GDP. Overall, we find that, in the particular case of the United States, the failure rate of banks and losses incurred by the government in closing failed banks in this crisis is similar compared to the U.S. banking crisis of the 1980's with a median loss rate in bank failures of about 20 percent of bank assets.
Figure 8. U.S. Bank Failures: Loss Rates on Assets of Failed Banks
Over the period 1986 to 2008
Note: Includes all failures and assistance transactions across 50 U.S. states and Washington DC. Loss rates are expressed as a percentage of total bank assets. Total assets are for FDIC-insured commercial banks only. We report median loss rates by year. The estimated loss is the difference between the amount disbursed from the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF) to cover obligations to insured depositors and the amount estimated to be ultimately recovered from the liquidation of the receivership estate. Estimated losses reflect unpaid principal amounts deemed unrecoverable and do not reflect interest that may be due on the DIF's administrative or subrogated claims should its principal be repaid in full. Source: FDIC.
A consequence of these dramatic bank failures has been a re-organization of the worlds' financial map, with large players becoming significantly smaller, freeing up space for new players, in particular emerging markets. Bank failures during the recent wave of crises have been particularly dramatic for the U.S. and some of the countries in Western Europe that before the crisis were top tier players in global banking. Before the crisis, at end-2006, the top 30 banks worldwide had a total stock market capitalization of about US$ 3.4 trillion dollars, of which 40 percent belonged to U.S. banks, 12 percent to U.K. banks, and 12 percent to Japanese banks (see Table 3 ). 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Estimated loss rate (fraction of assets), median
Median loss rate no failures no failures
The crisis changed the map significantly. Twelve banks dropped from the top-30 list of 2006, with 3 banks being acquired by other institutions. The overall loss in market capitalization of the top-30 banks between 2006 and 2009 was a staggering 52 percent, a figure that already includes a significant stock market recovery during 2009. The largest decline in market capitalization corresponds to Citigroup-excluding banks that were acquired by other institutions-however, at the country-level, the Netherlands (including Fortis) experienced the largest average decline, followed by Japan. The latter is surprising given that Japan is not even classified as a borderline systemic banking crisis (because, although announced policy interventions in Japan were significant, the actual usage of these resources was small). 
V. HOW COSTLY ARE THE 2007-2009 SYSTEMIC BANKING CRISES?
We estimate the cost of each crisis using three metrics: direct fiscal costs, output losses, and the increase in public sector debt relative to GDP. Direct fiscal costs include fiscal outlays committed to the financial sector from the start of the crisis up to end-2009 (see Appendix  Table A .3 for a list of items included), and capture the direct fiscal implications of intervention in the financial sector.
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Output losses are computed as deviations of actual GDP from its trend, and the increase in public debt is measured as the change in the public debt-to-GDP ratio over the four-year period beginning with the crisis year.
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Output losses and the increase in public debt capture the overall real and fiscal implications of the crisis. The recent crises are overall more costly in terms of output losses and increases in debt, but less so in terms of direct fiscal outlays compared to the average crisis of the past. However, when we limit the comparison to high-income countries-given they dominate the new crises sample-we find that output losses are similar compared to the past, increases in public debt somewhat lower, but direct fiscal outlays higher (Table 4) .
The median direct fiscal costs associated with financial sector restructuring for the 2007-2009 systemic banking crises amounts to almost 5 percent of GDP, about half its historical median of 10 percent. 22 Figure 9 plots the direct fiscal costs for the recent systemic crises, as well as for the borderline cases. Two horizontal lines indicate the median of fiscal costs in all previous crises and that among previous high-income crisis episodes. Greece, Kazakhstan, Russia, and Slovenia show the highest figures among the borderline cases, although for Slovenia all of it corresponds to liquidity support from the treasury in the form of bank deposits. For Greece and Kazakhstan, at least half of it is also liquidity assistance from the treasury, while only for Russia the entire amount corresponds to recapitalization. As one would expect, on average, direct fiscal costs for borderline cases are lower than those for the systemic crises. Iceland shows up with the highest fiscal outlays, at 13 percent of GDP.
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Figure 9. Direct Fiscal Costs
In percent of GDP and over the period [2007] [2008] [2009] Note: Dark-shaded bars denote systemic banking crises episodes, and light-shaded bars borderline cases. The horizontal lines represent the medians across crises prior to 2007. Income groups are based on the World Bank country classification. All (old): all old episodes; High income (old): all old crises in high-income countries. Source: Laeven and Valencia (2008) and Authors' calculations 22 These higher fiscal costs in part reflect an increase in average banking system size. 23 These costs exclude the obligations (mostly to the United Kingdom and the Netherlands) arising from the Icesave crisis, which in net present value terms IMF staff estimates to be around 16 percent of GDP. We regard the lower direct fiscal outlays associated with high income countries, relative to all past crises, a consequence of the greater flexibility these countries have in supporting their financial system indirectly through expansionary monetary and fiscal policy and direct purchases of assets that help sustain asset prices. Additionally, some high income countries opted for sizable contingent liabilities to complement direct fiscal outlays (see Table A .3).
Given that countries can also indirectly support their financial sector at times of crisis through expansionary fiscal policies that support output and employment, it is useful to also consider the overall increase in public debt as a broader estimate of the fiscal cost of the crisis. The median debt increase among recent crises is 24 percent of GDP, about 8 percentage points higher than its historical median of 16 percent. Thus, public debt burdens have increased significantly as a consequence of policy measures taken during the crisis.
Figure 10. Increase in Public Debt
In percent of GDP and over the period 2007-2011 (estimated) Note: Dark-shaded bars denote systemic banking crises episodes, and light-shaded bars denote borderline cases. Increase in public debt is the increase in gross general government debt (central government debt if not available) over GDP, estimated over the 3 year period following the start of the crisis using WEO debt forecasts. Horizontal lines denote medians across past crises, classified by income level. All (old): all past crises in emerging and high-income countries; High income (old): all past crises in high-income countries. Source: Laeven and Valencia (2008) , WEO and authors' calculations. Figure 10 shows the increase in the public debt burden for each crisis and also reports the historical median of the increase in public debt at crisis times. We approximate the increase in public debt that can be attributed to the crisis by computing the difference between preand post-crisis debt projections. Among the recent borderline cases, France, Greece, Portugal and Spain exhibit the largest expected increases in debt. While overall fiscal stimulus packages to counteract the global recession were significant in some of these countries, the direct interventions in the financial sector were not sufficient-as of end-2009-to qualify as systemic banking crises. Recent developments in Greece, since our cutoff date at end-2009, while significant, are still not sufficient for it to qualify as a systemic banking crisis, at least as of April 2010.
Figure 11. Increase in Public Debt and Direct Fiscal Costs
In percent of GDP Note: Circles denote the new systemic and borderline episodes, while diamonds denote old episodes. The y-axis corresponds to the difference between the increase in public debt and gross fiscal costs, both in percent of GDP. The x-axis corresponds to real GDP per capita, measured in 2000 US$. Old episodes exclude countries that experienced a sovereign debt crisis using data from Laeven and Valencia (2008) . Source: Laeven and Valencia (2008) , WEO, and authors' calculations.
The previous two graphs suggest a large difference between increases in fiscal costs arising from direct support to the financial sector and increases in overall public debt. This difference appears to be positively correlated at about 0.4 with an economy's level of income ( Figure 11 ). Given that direct fiscal outlays to support the financial sector generally increase public debt, the difference between the increase in public debt and fiscal costs reflect in part the outcome of measures taken to support the real sector. This difference can in part be 24 We compute the increase in debt measured in percent of GDP over [T-1, T+3] , where T is the starting year of the crisis. Our choice of sources is guided by the availability of general government debt. When it is not available, central government debt is reported instead. Our primary data source is WEO. When WEO debt data are not available, we resort to the OECD Analytical Database and the IMF's Government Finance Statistics. explained by discretionary fiscal policy and automatic stabilizers. One possible interpretation of this positive correlation is that high-income economies generally face easier financing opportunities than their low-income counterparts, and therefore may choose to complement financial measures with expansionary fiscal measures to deal with banking crises. Clearly, expansionary fiscal policy indirectly supports the financial sector by stimulating aggregate demand, which in turn props up loan demand and lowers the risk of loan defaults.
The fallout from the recent crisis on the real sector was large. We estimate median output losses for the recent crises of 25 percent of GDP, which is almost 5 percentage points higher than its historical median of 20 percent. Output losses are estimated by computing the difference between trend GDP and actual GDP over the four-year period beginning with the crisis year. Therefore, our methodology does not distinguish between permanent and transitory output losses. For the new crises, we use spring 2010 WEO projections as actual GDP for the post-crisis years. Figure 12 shows the results.
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Figure 12. Output Losses
In percent of potential output
Note: Dark-shaded bars denote systemic banking crises episodes, and light-shaded bars denote borderline cases. Output losses are computed as cumulative percent difference between actual and trend real GDP over the 4-year period starting with the crisis year. Trend GDP is computed applying an HP filter to the real GDP series over the 20-year period prior to the crisis. Horizontal lines denote the historical medians classified by countries' income level. All (old): all past crises; High income (old): all past crises in high-income countries. Source: Laeven and Valencia (2008) , WEO, and authors' calculations. 25 The medians reported in the graph are based on output losses that have been recomputed for all crisis episodes using the methodology employed in this paper rather than by relying on estimates of output losses in Laeven and Valencia (2008) . They computed the real GDP trend using all available data, implying a different horizon for each country. The new output loss estimates are on average similar to those in Laeven and Valencia (2008) , though they differ for low-income countries and countries affected by large shocks, such as wars. Output losses differ depending on the size of the initial shock, differences across countries in how the shock was propagated through the financial system, and the intensity of policy interventions. The output losses for Ireland and Latvia stand out at over 100 percent of potential GDP. Losses among borderline cases are also significant, in particular for Hungary, Portugal, and Spain. On average, countries with larger financial systems, and especially those that experienced rapid expansion prior to the crisis (such as Iceland, Ireland, and Latvia), were hit hardest.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper updates the Laeven and Valencia (2008) The new data shows that there are many commonalities between recent and past crises, both in terms of underlying causes and policy responses. All crises share a containment phase during which liquidity pressures are contained through liquidity support and in some cases guarantees on bank liabilities. This phase is followed by a resolution phase during which a broad range of measures is taken to restructure banks and encourage bank lending (including asset purchases, guarantees, and capital injections) to reignite economic growth. These common patterns echo earlier findings summarized in Honohan and Laeven (2005) and Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) .
However, the recent wave of crises also shows some important differences with previous crisis episodes.
 First, the recent crisis was concentrated in advanced economies, in particular those with large and integrated financial systems, unlike many of the boom-bust cycles observed in the past that centered on emerging market economies. Liquidity shortages at systemically important, globally interconnected financial institutions in these advanced economies prompted large-scale government interventions.
 Second, while the intensity of policy interventions has been comparable to past crisis episodes, the speed of intervention and implementation of resolution policies was faster this time. This in part reflects that most of the crisis-affected countries are highincome countries with strong legal, political, and economic institutions that create an enabling environment for an effective and speedy crisis resolution. Recapitalization policies in particular were implemented much sooner than in the past, contributing to lower direct fiscal outlays.
 Third, countries used a much broader range of policy measures compared to past episodes, including unconventional monetary policy measures, asset purchases and guarantees, and significant fiscal stimulus packages. These large scale public interventions were possible in part because most of the crisis-affected countries are high-income countries with relatively greater institutional quality and credibility of policy actions.
 Fourth, preliminary estimates indicate that the overall economic costs of the recent crises are higher in terms of output losses and increases in public debt compared to past crises, though fiscal costs associated with financial sector interventions are lower this time.
The lower short-run fiscal costs in part reflect the relatively swift action with which governments announced recapitalization measures and took other actions to restore the health of the financial system. However, they are also a consequence of the significant indirect support the financial system received through expansionary monetary and fiscal policy, the widespread use of guarantees on liabilities, and direct purchases of assets that helped sustain asset prices. The significant support deployed through monetary and fiscal policies, including coordinated international efforts to ensure adequate foreign exchange liquidity, and a timely implementation of measures to address solvency problems in the financial system have significantly contributed to reduce the real impact of the recent crises. Moreover, such indirect support from macroeconomic stabilization policies has also lifted the burden on traditional crisis management policies, ultimately keeping the direct fiscal costs associated with bank recapitalization and other direct interventions into the financial sector lower than they otherwise would have been.
However, over the medium term, these indirect support measures have significantly increased the burden of public debt and the size of government contingent liabilities, raising concerns about fiscal sustainability in a number of countries. Moreover, the crisis is still ongoing in several countries and its ultimate impact will have to be reassessed in the future. It may therefore be premature to hail recent crisis management efforts as being more successful than those of the past. 
